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Abstract
Discrete time Markov chains (DTMCs) are commonly described by a state transition matrix that contains sufficient information to figure out the stationary state
distribution of the Markov model. In this work, we propose recursive stochastic
equations as an alternative description that clearly separates the functional behavior
of the model from its random influences that determine the state transition matrix.
For the computation of the stationary state distribution, several optimization methods are proposed that take partly advantage of the new specification scheme and that
can be applied both to aperiodic and periodic Markov chains. We have written a
compiler that converts the recursive equations with all optimization steps in a numerical program to evaluate even large and multi-dimensional Markov models in a short
time.
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1 introduction
Discrete time Markov chains (DTMCs) are often the basis for performance evaluation
in today’s telecommunication and manufacturing systems. Simulations are an alternative
approach for the investigation of such systems but they can become very expensive, e.g.,
when small blocking probabilities are required.
Most research in DTMCs has concentrated on analytical solutions of special queuing
systems [1]. Matrix analytical methods take advantage of specially structured transition
matrices for a fast computation of their stationary distribution [2, 3]. However, most
approaches make extensive use of the state transition matrix which can not be handled
any more for large systems.
We present a simple algorithmic framework to obtain numerical results for the stationary state distribution of a finite discrete Markov model. The description uses recursive
stochastic equations [4] and the evaluation scheme consists of a vector iteration method.
It is a generalized formalization of the discrete-time analysis used in [5, 6, 7, 8]. Periodic,
aperiodic, reducible, and irreducible Markov chains can be treated. The solving algorithm
is similar to a sparse matrix multiplication method and performs well even for large Models. The simplicity and flexibility of the scheme allow to describe highly complex systems
that otherwise can not be solved by analytical methods.
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In the next section, an introduction to DTMCs is given and our Markov model specification using recursive stochastic equations is explained. Section 3 describes several optimization method. Section 4 illustrates the power of the framework by some modelling
examples. Section 5 summarizes the work.

2 Specification and Evaluation of Markov Chains
DTMCs are commonly described by their their state transition matrix. In the following our alternative specification which is closer to the behavior of the Markov model
because it clearly separates the functionality of the system from influencing random components. Based on this specification, the stationary distribution of the Markov model can
be computed by numerical analysis as well as by simulation. We show that the proposed
specification has the same modeling power as the conventional state transition matrix  .
For the sake of clarity, we introduce our notation regarding an arbitrary random variable  :

range of  (contains discrete values)
  
minimum and maximum value of  ,
 
distribution of  and probability    ,
   
random variable  conditioned on  ,
     
distribution and probability conditioned on  ,


     
mean of  ,

 
probability conditioned on  ,



        unconditioning the conditonal probability

  by




2.1 Discrete Time Markov Chains
We intend to give a comprehensive introduction to our model also for practitioners. Therefore, we review the definition of DTMCs, the state transition matrix, and a common classification system of DTMCs.
2.1.1 Markov Processes
A stochastic process is characterized by the time dependent random variable    where
   is an element of the finite or infinite state space  . A stochastic process is Markov if
it shows the memoryless property at all time instants. The future behavior of the system at
an arbitrary time depends only on the present system state    and not on its past. For
continuous time processes this can be expressed by the following conditioned probability:

  

   

          Æ   



  

   

      (1)


This must hold for any time  and Æ as well as for arbitrary states      .
We consider a stochastic process with a discrete state space  . As a consequence,
the value of    changes only at discrete time instants            . We
abbreviate     by  . If the process is Markov, the time between a transition from  to
 is exponentially distributed. This is a strong restriction on the applicability of Markov
processes.
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An arbitrary continuous or discrete time process has possibly time instants where the
system forgets about its past and fulfills the memoryless property (Equation 2). We call
them renewal points          . The time range of original process can be
restricted to  and represents then an embedded semi-Markov process (SMP). The series

  forms a discrete time Markov chain (DTMC). The Markov condition for a DTMC
can be formulated as

                   
(2)
  ,     , and for      . In this paper, we focus only on DTMCs

for
with a finite state space  .

2.1.2 State Transition Matrix
In the following, only homogeneous Markov chains are considered where the conditioned
probabilities in Equation 2 are constant for all renewal points. This state transition probability from state  to state is then denoted by   (Equation 3). All state transition probabilities can by summarized in a state transition matrix  (Equation 4) which is stochastic
since the sum of a row sums to 1 (Equation 5).






 

          
     
 





(3)
(4)
(5)

The observation of a Markov model starts at renewal point  . The probability that
the system is in state  at this time is given by         which induces the
state distribution  at time  . The initial distribution may be deterministic if the system
starts only in a special state. Given the state distribution   , the state distribution   is
computed by a simple matrix multiplication:





  

(6)



The -step transition probability   is given by the -step transition matrix      .
The average (stationary) state distribution related to all renewal points is often required
for the performance evaluation of technical systems and this is also our objective.
2.1.3 Example
The description for the daily weather changes in Belfast, Northern Ireland [2] illustrates
nicely the concept of a DTMC. The state is given by the weather: rainy (1), cloudy (2),
and sunny (3). The state transition probabilities can be retrieved from empirical data and
are given by the following state transition matrix:




















(7)

On a rainy day the probability that tomorrow is rainy again is 80%. The average state
distribution can be computed and reveals that the probability for a rainy day in Belfast is
76.25%, for a cloudy day it is 16.88%, and the sun shines with a probability of 6.88%.
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2.1.4 Markov Chain Classification
Markov chains have different properties that influence the computation of their average
state distribution. We take the nomenclature regarding DTMCs from [9, 10] and refer to
the graph theoretical concepts in [11].
The state transition graph     is defined by the set of vertices which are the
states  , and the set of edges that represents state transitions. There is a state transition
from state  to state if    holds.
A state can be reached by or is accessible from state  if    holds. This is
denoted by 
. State  is also accessible by state  if there is a state such that 
and
 are true. Hence, 
holds if there is a path from  to in . Two states
 and communicate, denoted by   if 
and
 hold. Connection classes
can be built with respect to this relation. In graph theory, a connection class is a strongly
connected component.
A subset of states    of a DTMC is closed if no other state 
  can be reached
from any state    . A minimum closed set of states  is called a closure. A closure 
absorbs state  if there is a state   such that 
is true. Note that a connection class
is either a closure or completely absorbed. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between
closures and connection classes.

connection
classes

closures

Figure 1: Classification of states in a DTMC

A Markov chain is irreducible if there is no closed set other than the entirety of all
states, then all states belong to the same connection class and communicate with each
other. A DTMC is irreducible if its state transition graph is strongly connected. A DTMC
which is not irreducible is called reducible.
A state  has period if it can be reached again only after a multiple of transition
steps, i.e


                





(8)

All states of a closure  have the same period. It can be computed as the greatest common
denominator of all circle lengths in the subgraph of induced by the closure  . An
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algorithm to find the period of an irreducible DTMC is given in [2]. A closure with period
1 is called aperiodic and a closure with period  is called -cyclic. If all closures of a
DTMC are aperiodic, the DTMC is also called aperiodic, otherwise it is called periodic.
2.1.5 Markov Chain Analysis
For performance evaluation purposes, the long term behavior of a Markov model is of
interest, i.e., the average state distribution





 

    


(9)

of the DTMC is required. Since  is a stochastic matrix, the limit  does always exist
[12] and is determined by  . The computation of the series  
 by Equation 6 is
called the power method. The average state distribution depends in general on the start
vector distribution  unless the DTMC is irreducible. The sum in Equation 9 converges
only very slowly and there are faster ways to find the stationary distribution that will be
presented later, too. The stationary state distribution  of the DTMC is defined as the
left-hand eigenvector of  with eigenvalue 1:





  

(10)

The stationary distribution is only unique for irreducible DTMCs. If the DTMC is reducible, there is a unique stationary state distribution if a start vector   is provided. For
example, the identity matrix is reducible and any vector is a left-hand eigenvector. If
the series of  
 starts with    ,    also holds. Hence, the average state
distribution and the stationary distribution are equal.
2.2 A New Specification for DTMCs
The state transition matrix is the commonly used description of a DTMC. It is a close
description of the model if the state transition probabilities can be taken directly from
empirical data like in the example regarding the weather in Belfast. However, in technical
systems, the state transition probabilities are often derived based on the known behavior
of the technical model and the probability distribution of external factors.
2.2.1 Example: The

   Queue

We consider the       queuing system that has been investigated in [6].
Customer batches of size  arrive with an inter-arrival time , where both  and  are
identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. The time to serve a
customer is deterministic and the queue has a capacity of   clients. To keep things
simple, we restrict  to multiples of the service time for a single customer. The objective
of the analysis is to compute the average queue occupancy to derive blocking probabilities
and waiting time distributions for customer requests.
The system state is modelled by the queue occupation , hence, we have  
      . Renewal points are embedded
 shortly before a new customer arrives such
that we get an SMP and a DTMC   . The system starts with  customers in the
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queue. When a batch of customers arrives, the clients fitting into the queue are accepted,
the others are rejected, i.e., the new queue occupancy is       . During the inter-arrival time , the queue occupancy is reduced by  customers but does not
fall short of zero. Therefore, the queue occupancy at the next renewal point is determined
by               .
Table 1: Batch size and interarrival time for      
 2 3 4
 1 2 3

0.2 0.6 0.2

0.6 0.3 0.1
We illustrate this model by a numerical example with    the distribution of 
and  given in Table 1. Since    and    , the offered load of to the system is
    .
2.2.2 Formalization
The above description of the Markov process is based on a recursive stochastic equation.
It is based on the Markov property and very close to the system behavior. It is now
formalized to become applicable in a generalized context.
The choice of the renewal points  determines the further description of the model.
The state    is given by the queue occupancy and the state space is       .
The initial state distribution is given by      . The size of the arriving batches 
and their inter-arrival times  influence the system behavior and are called input variables
   . Since  and  are both i.i.d. variables, the distribution of
is given by





 





   

(11)

The system behavior is described by a state transition function that can be generally defined as      
 . For the above example,  is

              
(12)
Hence, the specification is given by            . Note that in general both the




state space  and the input space  may be multi-dimensional.
2.2.3 Derivation of the State Transition Matrix



The state transition matrix  can be computed by







   





(13)





The state transition matrix of our example in Section 2.2.1 is given by
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(14)

Hence, the specification  provides at least as much information as the state transition
matrix  . If the input distribution changes for a technical model, it is just substituted
by another distribution in the specification  while the state transition function  remains
unchanged. Thus, our specification separates clearly the random influence from the
model behavior  . In contrast, the state transition matrix changes may change completely.
2.2.4 Comparison of Expressiveness
Above we have shown that the state transition matrix of the Markov model can be derived
from the specification  . Conversely, for every finite state transition matrix  , at least one
model             can be found such that it yields the same  . We describe
a constructive algorithm to find such a model.
The renewal points               of the new model can be assumed
equally spaced. The state space        is given by the range  of the matrix  . The
start state distribution may be arbitrary. The sums        are auxiliary variables
to construct  and . We further define the vector  that contains        in an
ascending order and where duplicated elements occur only once. Let  have  entries.
Since  is a stochastic matrix, we have    and according to the construction, the
last entry of  is 1. We define the distribution of by



  



and



  

  

(15)

and       . For the definition of the state transition function      , we
compute the preimage                in such a way that  is partitioned
among the set        and that   
  . This is done as follows.





¼
Since   corresponds to   , there is a   such that 
  
  . Thus, we assign
the inputs values      to   . Similarly, for every   ,  , there is a   such that

 ½      and we assign the inputs       to   . Finally, the preimage
defines the state transition function, i.e.,      holds if      is true.



Example We apply this algorithm to the example about the weather in Belfast and get
the input distribution in Table 2 and the corresponding preimage  in Equation 16. The
specification            is derived according to our algorithm and yields the
same state transition matrix  as in Equation 7.
Table 2: Input distribution
Y=i 0
1

0.5 0.2

0.5 0.2

and
2
0.1
0.15

for the weather in Belfast
3
4
5
0.1 0.05 0.05
0.1 0.05

However, we can provide an alternative input distribution and preimage  with a
smaller input space that lead to the same state transition matrix  . Hence, the constructed
model is not necessarily the smallest one, i.e., the cardinality of the input space is not
minimum. It is obvious that the derived functional specification for  as well as the input
distribution are not definite as well as the renewal points , the state space  and
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the start vector distribution   . Therefore, the functional specification  contains more
information and is closer to the model than the state transition matrix  .



   
 
 









  
      
    




 

 





   
 
 











 
  
   




 



(16)



2.3 Markov Chain Simulation
The average state distribution  of a Markov chain can also be calculated by a simulation.
The simulation starts in state   . A pseudo random number determines a realization of the
input variable  at every renewal point  . The successor state  is computed based
on the state transition function         and the input variable  . The outcome
of the -th transition in the simulation can be stored by the deterministic distribution   .
The average state distribution can then be computed like above (Equation 9). To determine
the end of the simulation, statistical methods like confidence intervals must be used.
In case of an irreducible Markov chain the average state distribution is independent
of the start state. If the Markov chain is reducible, the obtained stationary distribution
depends on the stationary distribution of the closure that has been chosen by chance, i.e.,
the eventual outcome depends on random influences.
2.4 Comparison of Analysis and Simulation
The stationary state distribution  can be found by analysis and by simulations. We point
out the difference and the affinity between the analytical and simulative approach and
compare the computing costs.
2.4.1 Differences and Affinities
To illustrate the mode of operation of both approaches, we define a step-wise transition
graph. The graph is infinite in size: the set of nodes consists of the product of the state
space  and all future renewal points, which is an infinite number. The nodes can be
arranged as a matrix where each column corresponds to a specific state and each row to
a specific transition point. The start state of the model is expressed by a start node. The
edges are the performed single-step transitions.
In the analytical approach, all possible transitions are made at the -th renewal point
which corresponds to a breadth-first search in the step-wise transition graph. As a result,
each row in the step-wise transition graph can be mapped to a transient state probability
distribution  . Figure 2 shows the step-wise transition graph for a random walk with an
upper and a lower bound.
In contrast, the simulative approach takes only a single transition per renewal point
and performs a depth-first search like traversal through the graph. As mentioned above,
the outcome of the -th simulation step is a specific state which can be viewed as a deterministic distribution   . Figure 3 illustrates the step-wise transition graph for the random
walk.

8

The step-wise transition graph suggests to view the analysis as a simulation based on
distributions and the state transition matrix  instead on random variables and random
numbers.

x0:

x0:

x1:

x1:

x2:

x2:

x3:
x4:

x3:
x4:

x5:

x5:

Figure 2: The first 10 transition steps for
Markov chain analysis.

Figure 3: The first 10 transition steps for
Markov chain simulation.

2.4.2 Computing Costs
As mentioned above, the proposed analysis is numerically equivalent to the power method
using the state transition matrix  . From the power method it is known that the convergence speed is exponential, i.e.,        where   is the spectral radius of
:

 



 

!   

(17)

 

", i.e.,
The number of needed iterations can be computed by       

    . The computing expenses increase linearly with exponentially decreasing "
since the cost for a single iteration is constant.
When simulation results need to have an accuracy of ", the number of samples that are
required must be at least in the order of magnitude of    since otherwise a probability
of  can not be simulated. From that follows    , i.e., the number of required samples
increases exponentially with exponentially decreasing ".
After all, it is clear that analysis yields very accurate results much faster than simulations. However, if the expenses for a single iteration in Equation 6 are extremely costly
and the convergence criterion is relatively loose, then simulations might still be faster. In
a later section, advantage will be taken from that fact to apply some optimizations to the
algorithm for computing the average state distribution.
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3 Optimization Methods
In this section, optimizations for the analytical evaluation of DTMCs are suggested. Some
of them reduce the required memory, others yield a computation speed up.
Many optimization methods are presented in [2] for a fast computation of the stationary state distribution. However, most of these algorithms take advantage of the structure
of the state transition matrix  or they need at least its explicit construction and in many
cases even a sparse matrix storing scheme requires too much memory.
Some of the following optimizations aim at accelerating the convergence of the stationary state distribution (Equation 10), some others make a single iteration faster or less
memory consuming.
3.1 Limiting Distribution
If a Markov chain is aperiodic, then the limiting distribution










     
 

(18)



does exist [12] which is also called the Cesaro limit. If   converges, it is obvious that
   . The
it converges faster than the series of the averaged distributions    

following inequality may be used as a convergence criterion where    denotes the
maximum norm:

     "

(19)

  
  

(20)

In case of a periodic DTMC, the limiting distribution of   does not exist. The state
space  of a -cyclic DTMC may be partitioned into distinctive numbered periodic
   , such that a single-step transition from a state of class is only
classes  ,
possible to enter a state of class     . According to the definition of the period , a
path of steps always leads to a state of the same class. Hence, the -step transition matrix
  is reducible and every subset  forms a subchain which is potentially aperiodic. In
this case, cyclo-stationary distributions

exist. Finally, the average state distribution of a periodic chain can be computed by









  


  













 





(21)

The righthand expression can be faster computed than the definition in Equation 9 since
the cyclo-stationary distributions converge faster than their averaged distributions. The
period of the model must be considered when testing for convergence and the convergence criterion in Equation 19 must be modified:

      "

     "

 
(22)
The convergence criterion must be met for all cyclo-stationary distributions   . Thus, one
, i.e.,

for

needs to store the distributions of consecutive iteration steps. As soon as the iteration
has sufficiently converged, the stored distributions are averaged to obtain the stationary
state distribution.
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3.2 Relaxation
Relaxation is a means to modify the eigenvalues of a matrix to achieve faster convergence. Usually, relaxation is done with Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi methods [2, 13]. Our new
approach is to transform  into  # by

 #  #      #    #
(23)
where  is the identity matrix. If # ranges between and ,  # still remains stochastic.
 # has the property that its eigenvector  to the eigenvalue is the same as the one for
:
 #  #        #      #      #    
(24)
The effect of the #-relaxation on the state transition matrix is twofold.
Firstly, Figure 4 shows that the #-relaxation with  #  makes every state reachable from itself by an additional transition and, as a consequence, the resulting Markov
chain is aperiodic. As the #-relaxation does not change the stationary state distribution,
computing the Cesaro limit of  # is an elegant means to find the stationary distribution
of a periodic DTMC.
a

p1

........

pn

(1-a) p1

........

(1-a) pn

Figure 4: #-relaxation
The #-relaxation is essentially the matrix implementation of a moving average computation:      #  #        #   . Therefore, the #-relaxation
decreases the difference of consecutive state distributions:

    
    




 #  
#"

 

 #      #     




(25)

Thus, the convergence criterion should be increased by  .
Secondly, the #-relaxation changes the eigenvalues and leads possibly to a faster convergence which accelerates the computation of the stationary state distribution of  . The
#-relaxation removes the complex eigenvalues of  with size 1 so that only the eigenvalue 1 is of size 1 remains which is equivalent to removing periods. This denotes that
the relaxation alters both the size and the phase of complex eigenvalues. This has also an
influence on the subdominant eigenvector whose size is   and determines the convergence speed. Applying #-relaxation to  is also called preconditioning to obtain a better
convergence behavior.
Nearly decomposable Markov chains are systems that are almost periodic, i.e., the
paths in that hinder the periodicity have very little probability. As they are almost
11

 

periodic, the series of   converges only very slowly but the acceleration method for
periodic Markov chains presented in Section 3.1 does not work. However, #-relaxation
achieves usually a substantial calculation speedup. One can think of the #-relaxation in
this case as an approach that averages subsequent state distributions   over a unknown
period , similarly to Equation 21. We will show the resulting benefit later using an
example.
3.3 Sparse Matrix
A trivial optimization is the use of a sparse matrix scheme, i.e., only the non-zero transition probabilities of the transition matrix are stored in a smart data structure. Since
many Markov models exhibit the majority of their transition probabilities to be zero, this
is a simple and effective trick to save both storage and to avoid redundant floating point
multiplications when       is performed.
3.4 Zero-State Omission
Zero-state omission excludes states  with probability zero      from multiplications. Though this optimization looks simple, it is very effective especially for the first
iteration runs. In addition, connection classes that are never entered due to a specific  
do not consume any computation time.
3.5 Matrix Powering
The state distribution  can be computed either iteratively by Equation 6 or by  
    which requires   . By applying matrix powering,

 



  
(26)
a subset of the series   
 can be quickly computed. This can significantly accelerate


the calculation of the limiting distribution.
However, matrix-matrix multiplication takes $    multiplication operations while
vector-matrix multiplication takes only $    multiplication operations where  denotes
the range %!  of  . Hence, as long as the number of required iterations is smaller
than  , the vector-matrix iteration approach is computationally cheaper. The range of a
 states while the
matrix depends on the state space and can become very large, e.g.

number of iteration steps is mostly in the order of
or smaller. In addition, the vectormatrix multiplication can be also accelerated by zero state omission and sparse matrix
representation. Both do not work for matrix-matrix multiplication because there is no
vector where zero states can be omitted and matrix   is usually a fully occupied even if
matrix  is sparsely occupied.
Therefore, at first glance, this methods seems to be quite appealing but on the second
glance, it is not beneficial for practical problems.
3.6 Algorithmic Evaluation Using Recursive Equations
A matrix with  states has  possible transitions which require a memory of 8 Terabytes if a single transition is described by an 8 bytes double precision floating point
number. In this case, even a sparse matrix representation can not be stored anymore.
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The recursive stochastic equations and the distributions of the input variables makes
the explicit construction of the state transition matrix obsolete. Basically, the probability
of a subsequent state can be computed according to the law of total probability by

 





  

     



      

(27)

Since the recursive stochastic equations work on random variables, their outcome is deterministic and so

     
simplifies Equation 27 to

 









     

     
     



(28)

    

(29)

i.e., the sum of the compound probability of the preimage of state  with respect to 
                is computed. We call Equation 29 a backward
approach because one has to look back into the past to compute   . It has the advantage
that the explicit computation of the transition matrix is not required anymore. Therefore,
huge Markov chains can be treated. In [6], the summation over the probability of the
elements in the preimage was done by the composition of various operators as, e.g., the
discrete convolution operator:

  

 



     &  
  



     







 

which is essentially

     for  

 



(30)
(31)

The benefit of the discrete convolution is that it can be accelerated by fast Fourier transformation. However, as soon as the operator is not the discrete convolution, it is cumbersome
and error prone to implement since the preimage computation of an arbitrary function 
is a non-trivial task. As soon as the state space becomes multi-dimensional and the state
transition function becomes more complex, the corresponding operators become infeasible.
An alternative computation scheme, called forward approach, retains the storage savings of the backward approach and does not rely on the preimage which has imposed a
limit on the complexity of tractable models. Simply rearranging all computations for  
according to Equation 29 yields Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 3.6 derives the state transition matrix  in the same way.
Now, it is obvious that the matrix iteration method using the transition matrix  (Equation 6), the backward approach (Equation 29), and the forward algorithm (Algorithm 1)
are numerically identical and have the same convergence behavior. The beauty of the forward approach is that the program for the numerical computation can syntactically derived
from the specification  in contrast to the backward approach.
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Input: state distribution  and influencing distribution
Initialize  with zeros
for all    do
for all   do

  

 

end for
end for
Output: 

  

 

  

 

Algorithm 1: Forward algorithm
Input: influencing distribution
Initialize  with zeros
for all    do
for all   do

           

 

end for
end for
Output: 

Algorithm 2: Transition matrix
3.7 Decomposition of the State Transition Function
It can be computationally cheaper to perform several consecutive simple operations on  
than one very time consuming. This is done by the decomposition of the state transition
function. In the example from Section 2.2.1, the state transition function  (Equation 12)
can be partitioned into     Æ   :

              
           
         
(32)
Note that a  -fold decomposition requires the  -fold backing of the state space (    

   ) to record the intermediate distributions where    . The input space can be
written in product form      . Algorithm 1 must be modified accordingly.
The achieved speedup by the decomposition depends on the size of the input spaces

 . The complexity of the computing algorithm (Algorithm 1) reduces then from $  

 
 to $   . This yields considerable time savings especially for long





distributions.

3.8 Conditional Input Variables
So far, the input space was assumed to be in product form, i.e., all dimensions of random
variables are independent of each other. Assume again the     queue.
We modify it by a conditioned arrival process, i.e., the arrival rate depends on the present
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queue occupancy  and we denote that system by     . The only way
to respect dependencies so far is coding them in the state transition function:

        




   











   

(33)


  

This, however, is a poor approach since the Algorithm 1 needs to step through   
loops in vain. A better solution to this problem is to introduce conditional input distributions, denoted by , which means that the correct distribution is taken depending on
the value of . Equation 33 can be rewritten as

     



    



(34)

Note that this feature does not only ease the modelling but it also accelerates the computation tremendously.
3.9 Start Vector Initialization by Simulation
For irreducible Markov chains the average state distribution is equal to the stationary
distribution and thus unique. Therefore, given a start state, a quick simulation run can
approximate the stationary distribution. The resulting distribution   can be taken as start
vector for Algorithm 1. For the accuracy in simulations, the computing expenses rise
exponentially, however, for small accuracy less time is required than with the analysis
and, therefore, this is a shortcut. Experiences have shown that  simulation samples
provide an accuracy of already about  . Hence, 4 orders of magnitude do not need to
be computed by numerical iterations.
3.10 Intelligent Modelling
The major optimization at all lies in intelligent modelling. First of all, effort must be made
to keep the state and input space small. In particular, product forms for their description
increase the computation time and the storage requirements for  significantly.

4 Application to Problems in Telecommunication
In this section, we present two different models that illustrate the proposed specification.
4.1 Traffic Spacer
A spacer is a network entity that delays cells or packets until they are conform to a negotiated peak rate. It can be modeled by a byte counter ' that has a maximum capacity of
' . If a packet arrives and its size  does not exceed the counter, i.e., '   '
it is accepted and the counter is increased by that amount. Otherwise, the packet is discarded. The time that the packet has to be delayed is given by the spacer counter ' at the
arrival time of the packet divided by the peak rate ( . Hence, the waiting time is computed
by )   . The spacer counter decreases linearly over time by the peak rate ( and must
not fall short of zero. This is depicted in Figure 5.
15

Spacing time [msec]

Smax
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S1

S2

S3

S4
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S6

Spacing Delays
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Figure 5: The state evolution of a spacer.

A semi-Markov process can be implemented at the arrival instants of the packets. They
are important for computing their loss probability and waiting time distribution. The input
variables are the packet size  and the subsequent inter-arrival time . The resulting state
transition function is given by

 '   



'      (
'    ( 





'   '

'    '

(35)

4.2 Multiplexing Voice over ATM
The following example is taken from [8]. In the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), cells
of 48 bytes payload are transported. Voice samples are on average 20 bytes large and
do not utilize the bandwidth reasonably. Multiplexing voice samples into the payload of
an ATM cell overcomes this problem. This is done by the ATM adaptation layer type 2
(AAL2). Figure 6 shows that voice samples are equipped with a multiplexing header of
3 bytes before they are put into the payload of a cell that starts with a 1 byte starter flag.
Since voice has real-time requirements, the multiplexing time for a cell must be limited to
prevent excessive delays.
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Figure 6: The AAL2 protocol
A model for AAL2 multiplexing works as follows. A cell has a capacity of * 
bytes. If packets of size  arrive, the fill state * of the cell is increased. If the packet
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exceeds the cell’s size, a new cell is started. The age of the cell is recorded by the variable
+ . The first packet in the cell sets the age to zero and the passing time increases it. If
+ is exceeded, the cell is sent. The state comprises the fill state * and the age + of a
cell. The input is the time since the last packet arrival  and the packet size  .

 
 **


 * +    









 +  
   * 





+    +

+   +  *   *(36)
+ +  *    *

The state transition function Equation 36 must be interpreted shortly after the packet arrival time. If the age +   of the cell at packet arrival time is older than +  , the
multiplexing of that has been stopped before and a new cell is started. Therefore, the
newly arrived packet of size  is put into a new cell and its age is set to zero. Otherwise,
if the packet fits into the cell, the fill state and the age of the cell are updated. If the packet
does not fit into the cell, the remaining bytes are put into the new cell and the age of the
new cell is set to zero.
ATM’s constant bitrate class (CBR) guarantees a fixed  (, and in return the cell
 which has to
stream must not exceed it, i.e., the minimum inter-cell distance is 
be enforced by a spacer. Combining this model with the model of Section 4.1 yields a
compound model for AAL2 multiplexing with additional  (, spacing.
For the computation of real world systems, the Markov chains were about  states
large. Periodic systems can be constructed and solved by the presented algorithms. If a
periodic system is only sightly changed, the eigenvalues of the resulting state transition
matrix yield a bad convergence behavior. Figure 7 shows the benefit of the #-relaxation
in terms of required iterations until the convergence criterion is met.
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Figure 7: Computation speedup by #-relaxation
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4.3 Multiplexing Voice over IP
We take the following example from [14]. Multiplexing voice over IP networks also yields
a low bandwidth utilization due to a large header overhead. Sharing this header among
several voice packets overcomes this problem, too. Similar to AAL2, a short multiplexing
header is prepended to a voice packet (Figure 8).
IP (40)

UDP(8) RTP (12) Realtime Data (20)

Mux-Headers

Realtime Data

Figure 8: The tunneling and multiplexing protocol header suite

Packet Size

The difference to AAL2 multiplexing is that the maximum size of the IP packet is
so large that it is not a limitation of the multiplexing process within a reasonable time.
Therefore, the multiplexing time +  is always limited by a timer. For a quality of
service IP network like Integrated Services, a peak rate of the carried traffic stream must
not be exceeded. Therefore, the resulting IP packet stream needs to undergo a spacing
process. This is described in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: RTP multiplexing with subsequent spacing.
In principle, the model could be formulated like in Section 4.2 where the renewal
points are set at packet arrival. A better solution is to embed the SMP at the renewal
points of the spacer. Then, the arrivals of several packets can be summarized and the
runtime of the program is shorter. Thus, the resulting state transition matrix  has a better
convergence behavior.
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Essentially, only the inputs for the spacer model (Section 4.1) must be delivered. The
number of packets that arrive within the multiplexing time is given by a random variable
- that can be computed if their inter-arrival time is given. The length of the resulting IP
packet .-  depends on this number and is computable if the packet size distribution 
is given. But also the inter-multiplex time  -  from the end of the multiplexing process
until the arrival of the next packet that starts the next multiplexing process depends on - .
This time can be computed if the inter-arrival time is given. Eventually, the compound
model depends on the input  - .-   - . The number of arriving voice packets
determines the size of the IP packet .-  and the inter-multiplex time  -  which are
both the corresponding packet size and inter-arrival time for the above described spacer.
This example clearly shows the advantage of intelligent modelling and the use of
conditional random variables.

5 Conclusion
We presented a new specification of discrete and finite Markov models. It is easy to apply
as it is very close to the system behavior. We discussed several methods for the calculation
of the stationary state distribution of a DTMC that are all based on iterations.
We suggested the #-relaxation  # for a state transition probability matrix  which
reduces the spectral radius of  and increases the convergence speed by modifying the
eigenvalues without changing the corresponding stationary distribution. This method can
be combined very generally with other optimization methods, too.
We proposed a new algorithmic approach based on the presented specification for the
computation of a single iteration step that does not require the state transition matrix explicitly. In addition, decomposition methods allow to decrease the numerical complexity
of a single iteration step. These methods are numerically equivalent to vector-matrix multiplications but run faster and need less memory. With the new description, the complexity
of the state transition function of the Markov model no longer limits the computation of
the stationary state distribution of a Markov chain. Only the size of the state space and
the convergence speed are limiting factors.
The model specification is suitable for syntactical conversion into numerical programs.
We developed a prototype for specification converter that generates a numerical program.
Many of the presented optimizations can be combined and are already implemented. Future work will elaborate our the prototype whenever new tasks require different features.
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